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Abstract   

 Model-driven development (MDD), while far from being a panacea, has demonstrated its effectiveness 
in alleviating some of the most critical design hurdles that impede the design and development of 
complex software systems. There are numerous examples of large-scale industrial systems that were 
developed using MDD techniques and technologies. Unfortunately, although models and modeling have 
a long tradition in software, there is still no established systematic theoretical framework to support 
MDD. 

This talk focuses on one particularly vital aspect of MDD: the design of modeling languages for MDD. The 
objective is not only to provide an overview of the current state of the art in modeling language design, 
but also to identify key open issues and research directions that would lead to a sound theory of 
modeling-language design comparable to that which already exists for programming languages. 

The first part of the talk examines the overall MDD landscape. Next, two widely used modeling language 
standards are described in somewhat greater detail: the MetaObject Facility (MOF) and the most recent 
version of the Unified Modeling Language (UML 2). Different approaches to so-called domain-specific 
modeling language design are covered next. This is followed by a brief survey of model transformation 
techniques used for automatic code generation as well as model-to-model translations. The talk 
concludes with a survey of current research trends and challenges. 
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